As I was reading and listening to interviews in regards to Brexit and the related things, I fell upon a panel that people debated in regards to Brexit and if Britain should remain as part of the European Union or not.

While the points were done from both sides, the people watching had to pose questions. One person questioned how this would affect Britain financially, and the mic was passed around to a woman in her 70's (or so I would assume), who posed the most important counter-argument in regards to why Britain has to become a total existential shithole and be progressively overtaken by foreigners and Muslims. Muslims, a striking majority of which do not integrate (9 in 10 do not) and a majority of which upwards to 40 or 50% (admitted percent) answer in polls that they "do want Islamic Law in Britain".

Highly concerned, she picks the mic up, and asks the most important and supremely genius of all questions, pointing the serious question to all the Bigots and Nazis at the opposing state, as the true humanitarian leftist (with a fetish to enslave low wage people occasionally). Then, she shoots the 6 million question: "But who will serve me my tea in the Cafeteria if all the migrants are gone?"

In this very question we deduce everything. For one, the average state of mind of the animal Goyim of the 21st century. For two, the retardation and sentimentality of the slaves, and how it is constantly used in opposition to literally the well-being and life of all other people. For three, the lack of consciousness and absolute ignorance some people have and the amount of brainwashing when a brain is corroded past repair. Four, the incessant amounts of selfishness cloaked under a pseudo leftist morality of how “everyone must get equal opportunities and work” (if their skins are colored, cause otherwise, they can be raped in pools at infancy for all we (Kalergi) "Europeans" care about).

Of course, one can try to make this into something more clever. She is brainwashed, alright. But to brainwash a human to that extent also shows that there is an animating form of giant stupidity in said person.

Here we have Britain going into literal shit at catapulting speed, cockblocked from things decided by the people (Democracy, if you didn't know, is irrelevant if you don't have jews behind the mob's "democratic" decisions), but the important question is, "Who Will Bring Me Tea?"

Along this range of arguments are all the arguments which are purely sentimental in regards to the so-called "Migration Policies". Most of the time, nobody has a political
answer in regards to the low wages, criminality running rampant, and cultural and racial destruction or assimilation. The left only has "muh feels" and muh "we protekt their rights, bring them in and we handle the rape after it's done" kind of nonsense.

If one cares about their cup of tea, they also need to consider that in 20 years from now, they may be the only White person in their neighborhood. Almost bed ridden, their daily life will slowly consist of trying to go to the market and being robbed of their promised pension which will be cut.

As for their grandchildren, they will have to live and grow up in a hostile territory. When they themselves were 10 years old, their greatest problem was if they would have to play with their friends in their safe neighborhood, but their 10 year olds will in turn be sexually assaulted in swimming pools, and many kids will go to schools filled with terrorism, knives, and rape.

That is, if we don't have prostitution of kids in Europe already by that time, or if these 10 year olds aren't forced into marriage with their own family and cousins, under Islamic law.

So that this lady can have her tea safeguarded, all her race will have to be assimilated and destroyed by a literal invading mob. What are Nations and Borders to this lady's tea?

Tea is more British than the British people. Tea has to be safeguarded. We can afford to lose a White nation, but we cannot afford to lose this lady's tea. That there would be a catastrophe.

Highly intelligent as she is, she doesn't understand that unemployed Britons and people who need a job pronto, and are below poverty line, could serve her tea instead, after all, how it was happening for hundreds of years. People with whom she actually is related by blood and are far more likely to not treat her like a bag of garbage as she grows up, and when she won't be able to hold her tea anymore.

Other than that, we also see the stench of fake humanitarianism. People want to be 'humanitarians', but abroad. It doesn't matter if people in your own country are being displaced, desert their cities, or are attacked in terrorist attacks. All that matters is you giving someone from another country work in a cafeteria so that you feel like you acted like a Good Rabbi Jesus.

If that indirectly also creates raped, destroyed nations, children mugged for organs, and mafias and gangs that one would pale to even think about and lose their humanity at an instant to see operating, that's fine. At least, you will have your tea.

Two things in this world are important. One is the "Muh Feels" of people. Just, the Muh Feels, of the people that the jews dictate "Muh Feels" matter, though. As the
raped kids feelings don't matter. Will the root of all civilized existence of earth collapse? That doesn't matter either. Do people get arrested and imprisoned over tweets in a Nation that a few decades ago was a champion of Free Speech aside to the US? That doesn't matter.

The lady's tea and hurt feelings for not seeing a low wage migrant serf bringing it, are very hurt, and we have to respect this. We also have to respect and take all the third world into Europe as a result of our 'humanity'.

As to humanity to our own people, discard this. It is Okay if Britain in 20 or less years may have Sharia law. Under which this woman will see herself rallied in her 80's and 90's and beat up in the streets because of the color of her skin. With bruised eyes and a broken back, living in a no go zone, she may enjoy a British apartheid.

But all of this is insignificant from the evil Nationalist and the people who hate on the feelings of others, and their irrationality. "We are all equal, we all have the same rights, and we all deserve to be heard for Our Feels." Like Democratic Macaroon heard his people when he was overtaxing. It required people to set France ablaze for two months to change this route, and only after that, the abuse stopped.

The situation is, freedom demands sacrifices. If someone doesn't want to sacrifice their cup of tea to avoid racial assimilation and destruction they are mistaken. Another mistake here is this: You will not forego ANYTHING if you oppose yourself now to all this madness. You only forego all things, and PERMANENTLY, if you allow this to happen.

We Whites have only gained when and if we have raised our heads in support to what is right and beneficial. The very moment we lowered our heads to the decay of our enemies, we lost everything, and above all, our people and our humanity.

If we accept the truth as fast as possible, the cataclysmic results of these deceptions will be reduced, and possibly even nullified. Everything could resolve itself peacefully. The more people sit like ducks and see the enemy coming with the blade on their neck, the more the situation will be unavoidable, and the enemy will finally succeed.

But that aside,

"Just answer me the important questions - Who will bring me my tea?"

Life threatening ignorance and stupidity must be put to an end.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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